
CHAPTER ONE

Intervention on Transference

Presented to the Congress of RomanceJanguage psychoanaly.sts in

tg51, 'lnteruention on Transference' emerge-d out of Lacan's seminar on

irrui', Jirst fult-length casi-study of .an .hysterical 
patient 

,('D:::"
Freud, i,,, 'ilOS1, irhirh he conducitd *h* he was-a member of the

Soci6i6 prychatt"lytique de_ Paris . It was published in the Revue

irrrrgrir. d! psychrnriyt., the journal qf the Society, in 1952. ,.
The article'is a perfect'exampli of that rit*n to, and critical re-reading

:i,-Freud's u,orki *hith is chiracieristic oJ Lacan's work as a whole ' It

,lro ,rprrsents a decisiue moment in French psychoanalytic history, in

:ltat it was Lacan's insistence that such critical iivestigation shouldhaue

t central place in analytic training, separate .fryry the administratiue

;ection ofilrt Society, which *ot in, oi the precipitatingfactors behind

:hte splii in the Society in 1953. Laian, iogether with a number of

ttnlysts, resigned in that year, andfoundt| !h: Soci6t6 franEaise de

pry.h"rrtlyJe under the presidency d pay;et.Lagache '
' 'Lacan 

engages here, thirefore, with the institution of psychoanalysis -

:ritically , oii ot a number il aiSrrrrt levels. Firstly , in his deuelopment

ti,ni ,iitept of thee*o, olt oth analyst a,d patient, which he ide.ntifes

:s thte poini of-rttistoice to the analytic.*ba.tment, against those theories

t,lrich'see thi integration of theego os the objectiue of th.e psyc.hoanalytic

irocess. And secf,ndly , in-his re-opening of a case, i.n which the demands
':i rhe analyst (here,'Freud himself) can be seen to block the treatment at

:lte crucial'point of its encounter with the problem of sexual.i.dentity '
The articte is i"mportantfor our purposes.in that-it immediately raises

:he problem of femininity ot o, ,_tiue which.goes beyond the normatiue

txpectatiorrr-i1 th, aialyst. It also calls into.A$jioy-111r. way

,,yrhoorolysii' is institutia Uy reuealing the irreducible.diffc-ulty, or
',r:,porrr, oj th, intersubjectiue'dialogue within which its clinical practice

:perate s.
' lnteruention on

Lacan, 1966, PP.

TransJerence' was published in Lacan's Ecrits

21 5-26) .
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The objective of the present article is once again to accustorn
qeople's ears to the te.im suhject. The person f,.oviding,r;;;;this opportunity will t.-"-i' anonymorrr, '*hich 

wll avoiJ
.{y havi?g t9 lefer to all the passages clearly distingrirrri"g
him in what follows. ' u ----- I

Had one wished to consider as closed the question ofFreud,s
part in the case of Dora, then there might b. ,r, overall ad;;
tage ro be gained from this attempt io re-open tt. ,r"afor
transference, on. the appearance ofihe report'presented under
that tide by Daniel Lagiche.r His originalitv *lr ro account for
r by means of the ?elgarnik effect,2"an idea *lri.t *a, bound
to.please at a time-w*hjn pty.hortralysis ,..-.d to be,h;;l
al ibis.

wh'bn ffie iolleague, who shall be nameless, rook the credir
of replying.to the iuthor of the reporr that one could equallr
well claim the presence ofrransference within this efltcr, iio"r
this.as an.opporrune momenr to talk of psych"."riyrir. 

--

I have had to go back on this, since r ** moreover wav rn
advance here ofwhat I have stated since 

"" 
tt .,uu1;;;;i;;i*

terence.

By commenting^that the zeigar'ik effectnvould seem more rodepend on transference than-to be a.t.rnti*nt of it, our col_league B introduced what might U. ..fl.J iii. a." of resistanceinto the psychotechnic .*p.ii-.nt. Tt eir import is the fullweight which they giy. to the primacy or ,rt. relationship ofs,ubject to subject in ill reacions-of rhe i"di"iJu"G;rffinh .,these are humal, 
Td to-the predominance ortni, .Lrrri""rlip i"any test of individual dispositions, wherher the conairi""I,r

that test be defined as a trrl o, a situation.
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Y3::.:-dr.,-::,1"- 
*d.rsrood. as regards psychoanalytic

:,TR;"::i:."::,-*: i:.Ji:..eds entirely iri tt i, I.r'.i-"ffi .r
:-:lj::, to subject, *hi.h means ,rt., i, ;..;;r'.'i]-."iiJ,jwhich is irreducible to ail.psy*:r"gv.:"i;id;r.a ,, tr,. 

"L:.i,i-fication of certain propertier'of th. lihi"iJrJ.
what happens in jn anarysis is that th. rubi.* is, strictryspeaki'g, constituted through a discourr., ,o which the merepresence of the psychoanalyit brings, before any intervention.the dimension oidialogue.
Whatever irresponribility, or even incoherence, the ruling
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cpnventions might come to impose on the principle of this dis-
course, it is cleir that these a.e metely stralegies-of navigation -,i.;o

the case of 'Dora', p. 16)3 intended to ensure the crossing of -11*''
crnain barriers, and that this discourse must proceed according l,tii','
er rhe laws of a gravitation, peculiar to it, which is called trutl' *wrqi'
f-yrr 'trrrfh' is the 

'ran're 
crf thet irfeel rrrr,ver'"lent rr.rhirh .l;."^rrri'"ffi;:?;

e: rhe laws of a gravitation-, peculiar to it, which is called truth. *Y;],i'. .,
for 'truth' is the name of that ideal movement which discourse rt*l,,',u o'
ntroduces into realitv- Brieflv- nsvchoanalvsis i-s a dialectical'Ti 'i,-' "ntroduces into reality. Briefly, psychoanalysis is a dialectical,$:,,+.,1
aperienc4 and this notion should predominate when posing the,ffil;,."
iFrestion of the nature of transference.

In this sense my sole objective will be to show, by mean, of ,nffi;itr-.
crample, the kind of propositions to which this line of argumentffiri!,i,,
nrqht lead. I will, however, first allow rnyself a few remarks$ffi
r.hich strike me as urgent for the present guidance ofour work
rheoretical elaboration, remarks which concern the responsi
hlities conferred on us by the moment of history we are livin
:o less than by the tradition entrusted to our keeping.

The fact that a dialectical conception of psychoanalysis has
r< presented as an orientation peculiar to my thinking, mus
xrrely, indicate a failure to recognise an immediate given, that i
'Jre self-evident fact that it deals solely with words. While t
p.rivileged attention paid to the function of the mute aspects
schaviour in the psychological manoeuvre merely demonstra
r preference on the part of the analyst for a point of view fro
*'hich the subject is no more than an object. If, indeed, there
ruch a mis-recognition, then we must question it according to
rhe methods which we would apply in any similar case.

It is known that I am given to thinking that at tfre moment
n'hen the perspective of psychology, together with t$at ofall the
human sciences, was thrown into total upheaval by the con-
;cptions originating from psychoanalysis (even if this was
n'ithout their consent or even their knowledge), then an inverse
movement appeared to take place among analysts which I would
c\press in the following terms.

Whereas Freud took it upon himself to show us that there are
rllnesses which speak (unlike Hesiod, for whom the illnesses sent
bv Zeus descended on mankind in silence) and to convey the
:ruth of what they are saying, it seems that as the relationship of
this truth to a moment in history and a crisis of institutions
becomes clearer, so the greater the fear which it inspires in the
practitioners who perpetuate its technique.

Thus, in any number of forms, ranging from pious sentiment
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to ideals of the crudest efficiency, through the whole gamut
naturalist propaedeutics, they can be seen sheltering under
wing of a psychologism which, in its reification of the hu
being, could lead to errors besides which those of the physician
scientism would be mere trifles.

For precisely on account of the strength of the forces opened
up by analysis, nothing less than a new type of alienation of mu
is coming into being, as much through the efforts of collectiw
belief as through the selective process of techniques with all thc
formative weight belonging to rituals: in short, a homo psycho-
logicus, which is a danger I would warn you against.

It is in relation to him that I ask you whether we will allos
ourselves to be fascinated by his fabrication or whether, by re-
thinking the work of Freud, we cannot retrieve the authentK
meaning of his initiative and the way to maintain its beneficia.l
value.

Let me stress here, should there be any need, that these quee
tions are in no sense directed at the work of someone like our
friend Lagache: the prudence of his method, his scrupulous
procedure and the openness of his conclusions, are all exemplan
of the distance between our praxis and psychology. I will basc
my demonstration on the case of Dora, because of what it stands
for in the experience of transference when this experience was
still new, this being the first case in which Freud recognised that
the analysta played his part.

It is remarkable that up to now nobody has srressed that the
case of Dora is set out by Freud in the fotm of a series of dia-
lectical reversals. This is not a mere contrivance for presentingt
material whose emergence Freud clearly states here is left to the
will of the patient. What is involved is a scansion of structures in
which truth is transmuted for the subject, affecting not only her
comprehension of things, but her very position as subject of
which her 'objects' are a function. This means that the con-
ception of the case-history is identical to the progress of the
subject, that is, to the reality of the treatment.

Now, this is the first time Freud gives the term of transference
as the concept for the obstacle on which the analysis broke down.
This alone gives at the very least the value ofa return to sources to
the examination I will be conducting of the dialectical relations
which constituted the moment of failure. Through this
examination, I will be attempting to define in terms of pure dialectics
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* nansference, which we call negative on the part ofthe subject as
lnng the operation of the analyst who interprets it.
- We will, however, have to go through all the phases which led

rF to this moment, while also tracing through them all the
poblematic insights which, in the given facts ofthe case, indicate
r rvhat points it might have had a successful outcome. Thus we
ind:

-7 frst deuelopment, which is exemplary in that it carries us
rraight onto the plane where truth asserts itself. Thus, having
rted Freud out to see if he will show himself to be as hypo-
cntical as the paternal figure, Dora enters into her indictmert, ffi.iii;
opening up a dossier of memories whose rigour contrasts with mk.t,
Cre lacf of biographical precision which ls characteristic o6"$ffi'
aeurosis. Frau K and her father have been lovers for years, con-*i;l'i;{;.t.
;ealing the fact with what are at times ridiculous fiitions. Butffiil:;i'
'*'hat crowns it all is that Dora is thus left defenceless to theffitljl''J i , . ' .5r :

rttentions of Herr K, to which her father turns a blind eye, thusi*,,*"'
making her the object of an odious exchange. .i,i:: ,rAl l l6 arvl  L l lv  vvJvvL vr ct l  vulvsg v^vrrqr lbv.  

: t i : : .

Freud is too wise to the consistencv of the social lie to h"r. .,.1'''
Lxen duped by it, even from the mouth of a man whom he con- .,
;rders owing to him a total confidence. He therefore had no '
Jifficulty in removing from the mind of the patient any imputa-
rion of complicity over this lie. But at the end of this develop-
ment he is faced with the question, which is moreover classical in
rhe first stage ofa treatment: 'This is all perfectly correct and true,
rsn't it? What do you want to change in it?' To which Freud's .,,1:',
reply is:

A frst dialectical reversal which wants nothing of the Hegelian
analysis of the protest of the 'beautiful soul', which rises up
.rgainst the world in the name of the law of the heart: 'Look at
vour own involvement', he tells her, ' in the disorder whicft"you
bemoan' (p. 36).s What then appears is:

A second deuelopment of truth; namely, that it is not only on the
basis of her silence, but through the complicity of Dora herself,
and, what is more, even under her vigilant protection, that the
fiction had been able to continue which allowed the relationship
of the two lovers to cerry on. What can be seen here is not simply
IJora's participation in the courtship ofwhich she is the object on
the part of Herr K. New light is thrown on her relationship to the
other partners of the quadrille by the fact that it is caught up in a
subtle circulation of precious gifts, serving to comPensate the
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66 Feminine Sexuality

deficiency in sexual services, a circulation which starts,with
father in relation to Frau K, and then comes back to the pati
through the liberality which it releases in Herr K. Not that
stands in the way of the lavish generosity which comes to
directly from the first source, by way of parallel gifts, this bei
the classic form of honorable redress through which the bo
geois male has managed to combine the reparation due to t
legitimate wife with concern for the patrimony (nore rhat r
presence of the wife is reduced here to this lateral appendage
the circuit of exchange).

At the same time it is revealed that Dora's Oedipal relation
grounded in an identification with her father, which is favour
by the latter's sexual impotence and is, moreover, felt by Dora
a reflection on the weight ofhis position as a man offorrunc.
is betrayed by the unconscious allusion which Dora is allowed
the semantics of the word 'fortune' in German Vermiigen. As
happens, this identification showed through all the ry-pto-t
conversion presented by Dora, a large number of which w
removed by this discovery.

The question then becomes: in the light of this, what is t
meaning of the jealousy which Dora suddenly shows rowa
her fathcr's love affair? The fact that thisjealousy presents itself
such a superualent form. calls for an explanation which
beyond its apparent motives (pp. 54-5).6 Here takes place:

The second dialectical reversal which Frerrd brings about
commenting that, far from the alleged object of jealousy p
viding its true motive, it conceals an interest in the person of ri
subject-rival, an interest whose nature being much less easi
assimilated to common discoursc, can only be expressed with
it in this inverted form. This gives rise to:

A third deuelopment of truth: the fascinated attachment of Do
for Frau K ('her adorable white body', p.6Jr) the extenr to whi
Dora was confided in, up to a point #hich will remain u
fathomed, on the state of her relations with her husband. t
blatant fact of their exchange of friendly services, which t
undertook like the joint ambassadoresses of their desircs
relation to f)ora's father.

Freud spotted cne euestion to which this new devclopm
was leading.

If, therefore, it is the loss of
bitterly, how come you do nct

this woman that you fccl
resent her for the additio
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betrayal that it was she who gave rise to those imputations of
rntrigue and perversity in which they are all now united in
accusinp; you of lying? !7hat is the motive for this loyahy which
makes you hold back the last secrer of your relationship? (that is,
the sexual initiation, readily discernable behind the very accu-
sations of Frau K). It is this secrer which brings us:

To the third dialectical reversal, the one which would yield ro us
rhe real value of the object which Frau K is for Dora. That is, not
an individual, but a mystery, the mystery of her Gmininity, by
which I mean her bodily femininity - as it appears uncovered in
rhe second of the two dreams whose study makes up the second
part of Dora's case-history, dreams which I suggest you refer to
in order to see how far their interpretation is simplified by my
commentary.

The boundary post which we must go round in order to
complete the final reversal of our course already appears within
rcach. It is that most distant ofimages which Dora retrieves from
her early childhood (note that the keys always fall into Freud's
hands even in those cases which are broken off like this one). The
rmage is that of Dora, probably still an infans, sucking her left
thumb, while with her right hand she tugs at the ear of her
brother, her elder by a year and a half (p. 51 and p. 21).8

What we seem to have here is the imaginary matrix in which all
the situations developed by Dora during her life have since come
ro be cast - a perfect illustration of the theory of repetition com-
pulsion, which was yet to appear in Freud's work. It gives us the
measure of what woman and man signify for her now.

Woman is the object which it is impossible to detach from a
primitive oral desire, and yet in which she must learn to
recognise her own genital nature. (One wonders here why Freud
fails to see that the aphonia brought on during the absences of
Herr K (pp. 3940)e is an expression of the violent appeal of the
oral erotic drive when Dora was left face to face with Frau K,
without there being any need for him to invoke her awareness of
rhe fellatio undergone by the father (pp. 47-8),10 when everyone
knows that cunnilingus is the artifice most commonly adopted
by 'men of means' whose powers begin to abandon them.) Itt
order for her to gain access to this recognition of her femininity,
she would have to take on this assumption of her own body,
failinu which she remains open to that functional fragmentation
(to refer to the theoretical contribution of the mirror stage),
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68 Feminine Sexuality

which constitutes conversion symptoms.
Now, if she was to fulfil the condition for this access, thc

original imago shows us that her only opening to the object was
through the intermediary of the masculine partner, with whom.
because of the slight difference in years, she was able to identify.
in that primordial identification through which the subjea
recognises itself as /. . . .

So Dora had identified with Herr K, just as she is in the proce$
of identifying with Freud himself. (The fact that it was on
waking from her dream 'of transference' that Dora noticed thc
smell of smoke belonging to the two men does not indicate, as
Freud said (p. 73),tl a more deeply repressed identification, but
much more that this hallucination corresponded to the dawning
of her reversion to the ego.) And all her dealings with the two,
men manifest that aggressivity which is the dimension charac-
teristic of narcissistic alienation.

Thus it is the case, as Freud thinks, that the return to r
passionate outburst against the father represents a regression ar
regards the relationship started up with Herr K.

But this homage, whose beneficial value for Dora is sensed br-
Freud, could be received by her as a manifestation of desire onlr
if she herself could accept herself as an object of desire, that is to
say, only once she had worked out the meaning of what she war
searching for in Frau K.

As is true for all women, and for reasons which are at the ven
basis of the most elementary forms of social exchange (the ven
reasons which Dora gives as the grounds for her revolt), thc
problem of her condition is fundamentally that of acceptint
herself as an object of desire for the man, and this is fo6 Dora thc
mystery which motivates her idolatry for Frau K. Ju(t as in he:
long meditation before the Madonna, and in her recourse to the
role of distant worshipper, Dora is driven towards the solution
which Christianity has given to this subjective impasse, br
making woman the object of a divine desire, or else, a trans-
cendant object of desire, which amounts to the same thing.

If, therefore, in a third dialectical reversal, Freud had directeC
l)ora towards a recognition of what Frau K was for her, br
getting her to confess the last secrets of their relationship, then
what would have been his prestige (this merely touches on thc
meaning of positive transference) - thereby opening up the path
to a recognition of the virile object? This is not my opinion, but
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rhat of Freud (p. 120).12
But the fact that his failure to do so was fatal to the treatment, is

rttributed by Freud to the action of the transference (pp. 116-
l)),t3 to his error in putting offits interpretation (p. 118), to when,
rs he was able to ascertain after the fact, he had only two hours
trtore him in which to avoid its effects (p. 119;.ts

But each time he comes back to invoking this explanation (one
n'hose subsequent development in analytic doctrine is well
known), a note at the foot of the page goes and adds an appeal to
his insufficient appreciation of the homosexual tie binding Dora
to Frau K.

What this must mean is that the second reason only strikes him
rs the most cruciai rn 7923, whereas the first bore fruit in his
rhinking from 1905, the date when Dora's case-study was
published.

As for us, which side should we come down on? Surely that of
crediting him on both counts by attempting to grasp what can be
Jeduced from their synthesis.

What we then find is this. Freud admits that for a long time he
s'as unable to face this homosexual tendency (which he none the
iess tells us is so constant in hysterics that its subjective role
cannot be overestimated) without falling into a perplexity (p.
120, n. 1;t0 which made him incapable of dealing with it
satisfactorily.

We would say that this has to be ascribed to prejudice, exactly
rhe same prejudice which falsifies the conception of the Oedipus
complex from the start, by making it define as natural, rather
rhan normative, the predominance of the paternal figure. This is
rhe same prejudice which we hear expressed simply in the well-
krrown refrain 'As thread to needle, so girl to boy.' :

Freud fbels a sympathy for Herr K which goes back a long
s'2|, since it was Herr K that brought Dora's father to Freud
p. 191tt and this comes out in numerous appreciative remarks
p 29, n. 3;.ta After the breakdown of the treatment, Freud

persists in dreaming of a ' tr iumph of love' (pp. 109-10;.te
As regards Dora, Freud admits his personal involvement in the

Interest which she inspires in him at many points in the account.
The truth of the matter is that it sets the whole case on an edge
whrch, breaking through the theoretical digression, elevates this
rext, among the psychopathological monographs which make
up a genre of our literature, to the tone of a Princesse de Clbves
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trapped by a deadly blocking of utterance.20
It is because he put himself rather too much in the place ofHerr

K that, this time, Freud did not succeed in moving the Acheron.
Due to his counter-transference, Freud keeps reverting to the

love which Herr K might have inspired in Dora, and it is odd to
see how he always interprets as though they were confessions
what are in fact the very varied responses which Dora argues
against him. The session when he thinks he has reduced her to'no
longer contradicting him' (p. 104)2r and which he feels able to
end by expressing to her his satisfaction, Dora in fact concludes
on a very different note. 'Why, has anything so very remarkable
come out?' she says, and it is at the start of the following session
that she takes her leave of him.

What, therefore, happened during the scene of the declaration
at the lakeside, the catastrophe upon which Dora entered het
illness, leading on everyone to recognise her as ill this.
ironically, being their response to her refusal to carry on as the
prop for their common infirmity (not all the'gains' of a neurosis
work solely to the advantage of the neurotic)?

As in any valid interpretati.on, we need only stick to the text in
order"to-understand it. Herr K could only get in a few words.
decisive though they were: 'My wife is nothing to me.' Th<
reward for his effort was instantaneous: a ,hard slap (whor
burning after-effects Dora felt long after the treatment in thc
form of a transitory neuralgia) gave back to the blunderer -'If shr
is nothing to you, then what are you to me?'

And after that what will he be for her, this puppet who hr
none the less just broken the enchantment under which she hrc

ibeeu living for years?

rt"* The latent pregnancy fantasy which follows on(from this scenc

-i 
cannot be argued against our interpretation, sirlce it is a well-

] known fact that it occurs in hysterics prccisely as a function c*
u their virile identificatiotr.
\' It is through the very same trap door that Freud will disappear.

in a sliding which is even more insidious. Dora withdraws with
the smile of the Mona Lisa and even when she reappears, Freud n
not so naive as to believe her intention is to return.

At this moment she has got everyone to recognise the truth
which, while it may be truthful, she knows does not constitutr
the t,ral truth, and she then manages through the mere mana oi
her presence to precipitate the unfortunate Herr K under thc
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rheels of a carriage. The subduing of her symptoms, which had
been brought about during the second phase ofthe treatment, did
Lo'*'ever last. Thus the arrest ofthe dialectical process is sealed by
a obvious retreat, but the positions reverted to can only be

'F(ained by an assertion of the ego, which can be taken as an
|!lProvement.

Finally, therefore, what is this transference whose work Freud
srres somewhere goes on invj5j[iy--bgfiiiiilthe progress of the
ireatment, and whose effects, furthermore, are'not susceptible
ec definite proof' (p.74)7n Surely in this case it can be seen as an
cntity altdffier relative to the counter-transference, defined as
:he sum total of the prejudices, passions and difficulties of the
rnalyst, or even of his insufficient information, at any given
sroment of the dialectical process. Doesn't Freud himself tell us
p. 118)23 that Dora might have transferred onto him the paternal
6gure, had he been fool enough to believe in the version ofthings
*'hich the father had presented to him?

ln other words, the transference is nothing real in the subject
orher than the appearance, in a moment of stagnation of the
rnalytic dialectic, of the permanent modes according to which it
;onstitutes its objectS.

What, 
'therefore, 

is meant by interpreting the transference?
Nothing other than a ruse to fill in the emptiness ofthis deadlock.
But while it may be deceptive, this ruse serves a PurPose by
setting off the whole process again.

Thus, even though Dora would have denied any suggestion of
Freud's that she was imputing to him the same intentions as had
been displayed by Herr K, this would in no sense have reduced its
cffectiviiy. The very opposition to which it would have given
rise would probably, despite Freud, have set Dora off in the
tavourable direction: that which would have led her to the object
ofher real interest. I

And the fact of setting himselfup personally as a substitute for
Herr K would have saved Freud from over-insisting on the value
of the marriage proposals of the latter.

'- Thus transference does not arise from any mysterious Pro-
' perty of affectivity, and even when it reveals an emotive aspect,

this only has meaning as a function of the dialectical moment in
which it occurs.
- But this moment is of no great significance since it normally
cranslates an error on the part of the analyst, if only that of wish-
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ing too much for the good of the patient, a danger Freud w
against on many occasions.

Thus analytic neutrality takes its true meaning from t
position of the pure dialectician who, knowing that all that is r
is rational (and vice versa), knows that all that exists, includi
the evil against which he struggles, corresponds as it always \r
to the level of his own particularity, and that there is no p
for the subject other than through the integration which
arrives at from his position in the universal: technically t
the projection of his past into a discourse in thg_process
becoming.

The case of Dora is especially relevant for this demonstrati
in that, since it involves an hysteric, the screen of the ego is fi
transparent - there being nowhere else, as Freud has said,
the threshold is lower between the unconscious and the
scious, or rather, between the analytic discourse and the word
the symptom.

I believe, however, that transferegce always has this sa
meaning of indicating'the moments where the analyst g
astray, and equally takes his or her bearings, this same value
calling us back to the order of our role - that of a positive
acting with a view to the ortho-dramatisation of the subjectivi
of the patient.

Notes

1. Daniel Lagache, 'Some Aspects of Transfererlce', IJPA, xXXlV, 1 (195

pp. l -10 ( t r . ) .PP. r-rw \r t . / .
b"i"Ry, this lonsists of the psychological effect'produced by an unfini

task when it leaves a Cestalt in suspense: for instance, that of the gener

felt need to give to a musical bar its rhyming chord.

Pelican Freud (vol. 8), p. 45 (see note 4).
So that the reader can check my commentary in its textual detail, wherer

I refer to Freud's case study, reference is given to Denotl's &lition in the te

and to the 1954 P.U.F. in a footnote. (Standard Eilition vol. vll, apd Pefti

Freud, vol. 8 (tr.)).
5. Pelican Freuil (vol. 8), P. 67.
6. lbid.,  p. 88-9.
7.  Ib id.  ,  p.96.
8.  Ib id. ,p.  85 arrd P. 51.
9.  Ib id.  ,  pp.7l-2.

10. Ibid.,  pp. 80'-1.
11. Ib id. ,p.  109.
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lbid., pp. 15742.
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Ibid. ,  p.  161.
lb id. ,  p.  162, n.  1.
Ib id. ,  p.49.
lbid., p. 60, n. 2.
Ib id. ,  pp.  151-2.
La Princesse de Cliues, Madame de Lafayette (Paris: Claude Barbin, 1678).

This novel has always had in France the status of a classic. What is relevant
here is that (a) it is taken up almost entirely with the account of a love which is
socially and morally unacceptable; and (b) in the decisive moment ofthe plot,
the heroine confesses to her husband, who, previously a model of moral
generosity, is destroyed by the revelation (tr.).

Pelican Freud, p. 145.
Ibid. ,  p.  110.
Ibid. ,  p.  160.
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